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Colleagues, 

  

Good Saturday morning. 

  

Martin Luther King Day will be celebrated on Monday. 

 

 Connecting encourages any of you who covered King or have a 

memory to share should send it to me in advance, for 

publication that morning. I have already received several 

submissions. To include in Monday's edition, I will need your 

submission by Sunday night; if it arrives too late, I will use 

Tuesday. 

  

 

  

And here's one more Connecting colleague request, regarding the first item in this 

morning's Connecting. 

  

Two of the six unusual datelines in a Poynter.org piece were from AP writers - Nicole 

Winfield and Charles Campbell. Do you have a candidate for an unusual dateline from 

your own reporting days or that of a colleague? Send it to me. 
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Paul 

  

  

6 actual datelines - that are almost as good as The 

Onion's   

  

 
  

  

By Benjamin Mullin 

Poynter.org 

  

In the decades since it was founded, The Onion has taken readers to places no reporter 

has yet been able to visit. The satirical news organization's enterprising journalists have 

filed copy from the vast reaches of space, the fictional world of Sesame Street, the bowels 

of hell and the zenith of heaven. 

  

But The Onion doesn't have a monopoly on unusual datelines. Non-fictional reporters 

have reported stories from exotic and newsworthy locales around the globe. Here are a 

few we found particularly interesting: 

  

Aboard President Roosevelt's funeral train: This dispatch comes "special to the times" 

from Frank Kluckhohn, who was a foreign correspondent for the paper. According to 

journalist Robert Klara, many articles filed from the train carried this dateline, regardless 

of which state the train was in at the time.  

  

Throughout the story, Kluckhohn describes the objects and people in the train with literary 

and cinematic detail: Roosevelt's coffin (copper-lined and mahogany, covered with the 

stars and stripes); the spectators (crying openly and mute); and the time of day ("the black 

silence of this Southern night"). 

  

Definitely one for the clip file. 

  

On board the Charles de Gaulle: Julien Ponthus reports this story from a French aircraft 
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carrier named for the legendary president of France. Thanks to Ponthus's perch on the 

carrier, we learn that it's stocked with 800 troops and nine fighter jets. 

  

Aboard the Papal Plane: This dateline comes from Associated Press reporter Nicole 

Winfield, who tells us Pope Francis threw "a pretend punch" at a Vatican functionary. He 

was trying to demonstrate that mocking subjects of reverence, such as the Prophet 

Muhammad, can draw a rebuke from the faithful. 

  

Over the North Pole: Associated Press correspondent Charles Campbell gets a much 

deserved byline for a story filed from the first commercial airliner to visit the top of the 

world. Campbell's story, like Kluckhohn's, has excellent detail combined with a voice 

suited to the topic at hand. He describes the passengers as "provisioned with champagne 

and filet mignon" and provides this lighthearted account of the journey's climactic 

moment: 

 

 For a few minutes, the clouds parted to show the Arctic Ocean ice cap at mid-summer, 

the white sheet laced by cracks of open water. 

  

But by the time the arrival at the pole was announced - to a chorus of cheers and applause 

- there was nothing to see but cottony clouds. No red-and-white striped barber pole. No 

Santa's workshop. 

  

Aboard the Sosi Inspector: New York Times correspondent Seth S. King reports this detail-

rich story from a vessel hunting for sunken treasure off the coast of Massachusetts. The 

ship, he says, is "crammed with underwater surveillance equipment" and " carries a huge 

pressurized chamber" that divers live in for three weeks at a time: 

  

If their several years of research and their assumptions based on it are valid, they should 

find up to 75 wooden boxes in that hold, each of which, they are convinced, held $40,000 

in gold coins, which today would be worth many times that amount. 

  

Absent is any description of the treasure - the expedition was a bust - but if the explorers 

had struck the jackpot, King would have had the opportunity to witness their jubilation 

firsthand. 

  

Aboard the fishing vessel Al Mulahi: This dateline is accompanied by a description from 

New York Times senior writer C. J. Chivers of an Iranian fisherman "huddled under a 

blanket" on a vessel in the Gulf of Oman. Chivers also describes the reaction from Somali 

pirates when confronted by the U.S. Navy: "six men in T-shirts and tank tops in a small 

white boat, bobbing on the waves." 

  

Click here to read more.  (Shared by Bob Daugherty) 

  

  

Connecting mailbox 
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Not surprised by Andy Lippman's generosity 

  
Peggy Walsh (Email) - referring to a Connecting story on Andy Lippman in Friday's 

Connecting: 

  

I was not surprised by Andy's generosity.  I've known him forever and we were both 

California COBs at the same time.  I don't know anyone who gives more of his time and 

knowledge to those less fortunate. 

  

A funny Andy story.  When he was LA COB and I was in COB in San Francisco, we had a 

member editor, the late Beverly Kees, who knew Andy from a previous state.  Andy and I 

had been getting used to each other and sharing a state, not stepping on each other's 

toes.  Beverly asked him a question (I forget what it was now) and Andy laughed and said 

it was my territory and "Peggy will squish me like a bug."  Laughing the whole time but I'll 

never forget it. 

  

Another time, Beverly, who was a fantastic cook, invited her entire staff to her house to 

meet Andy and me.  We spent the night (separate rooms for anyone who wonders! LOL), 

watching old movies and having a great time.  I miss her company and miss seeing Andy as 

much as I used to.  And, no, I wouldn't have squished him like a bug! 

  

-0- 

  

Climb down off your high horse 

  

Dave Tomlin (Email) - I think everybody should climb down off their high horses over 

decisions by the likes of AP and the New York Times not to publish the Charlie cover. 

Freedom of speech includes the freedom not to speak, as courts have recognized. And 

peer pressure to get with the group program is just a blander version of the lethal fatwa 

mentality we all deplore. 

  

-0- 

  

Mike Doan's most exciting AP story 

  

Mike Doan (Email) - My most exciting AP Story? Was it editing Watergate developments? 

Writing economic doom and gloom economic reports in the late 1970s? Maybe San 

Francisco riots? Or sin in Las Vegas? 

  

No, it was a Salem, Ore., story in my first job at AP in the Portland bureau. Prisoners were 

rioting at the Oregon State Penitentiary in 1968, and I was called late at night to fill in for 

the exhausted Salem correspondent. As soon as I arrived, the P.R. people took us on a tour 

of the prison to show how things were under control. 

  

But they weren't under control. Prisoners raided the pharmacy, got high on drugs and 

roamed the halls, completely controlling the buildings. Smoke from the fires they set filled 

the air. They could have easily taken one of us hostage. 
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Finally, negotiations began with the leaders of the uprising, and I remember watching and 

sitting with my feet in a puddle of water, as a TV cameraman dangerously laced his 

electrical cords over our laps.  Despite a settlement, the other rioters had to be convinced. 

I was a pool reporter who watched Oregonian reporter Ann Sullivan, who had written 

about prison reform, shout over a bullhorn for the inmates to give themselves up. Just like 

in the movies. 

  

They gave up, and I rushed to a nearby home to call in my story. Years later, I learned that 

the prison officials reneged on all of their promises and increased sentences for the 

ringleaders. But at least I didn't get electrocuted or taken hostage.  

  

What was your most exciting story?  

  

-0- 

  

The best reporter 
  

George Zucker (Email) - In 1957, Cameron Cornell became my boss at WSGA, a small radio 

station in Savannah, Ga., in my pre-AP days where I was working under the name "Bill 

Crandall."  I was surprised to learn that Cameron Cornell was his real name and not a radio 

name like I chose. In fact, Cameron Cornell was an early mover in the nascent TV news 

industry, having anchored New York's first TV newscast for the old DuMont Television 

Network. His historic gig lasted four years until the pioneer network folded and Cameron 

went South to be news director at WSGA, where yours truly, the former editor of the 

Hunter Herald, the weekly newspaper at nearby Hunter AFB, was his only reporter. 

  

The Savannah gig appeared to eclipse Cameron's early star in the universe of TV news, but 

the Cornell family loved living on a small island near Savannah, where his daughter once 

said, "We swim with porpoises." Cameron and I forged a warm relationship. He taught me 

how to write for the ear, not the eye. "You get one shot at the radio listener," he said. "He 

can't go back and read it like a newspaper."  

  

Meanwhile, I  was enjoying some local celebrity as 

a fill-in deejay and the station offered me my own 

radio show, "Crandall's Corner." Cameron tried to 

talk me out of it, saying fan mail from a bevy of 

14-year-old girls was an empty reward in 

exchange for the nobility of news. Cameron had 

two brothers who were making their own names 

in the national press. Doug Cornell was AP's top 

White House reporter. George Cornell was AP's 

respected religion writer. In 1971, UPI's Helen 

Thomas married Doug Cornell. The union of the 

two White House reporters from competing wires 

was announced by First Lady Pat Nixon in a Rose 

Garden press conference. 
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Four years later when Helen Thomas was in Omaha, Neb., to give a speech, I was then the 

AP news chief for Iowa and Nebraska and a prominent publisher in Lincoln asked me to 

interview her. The publisher thought it would be amusing to have the local AP chief write 

a story about a UPI celebrity. So Helen Thomas and I sat down at the Omaha Press Club, 

while UPI bigwigs looked on with protective interest. I found Helen gracious and 

accommodating. She asked, "Why did the publisher want you to do the story?" I replied, "I 

guess he wanted the best reporter to do it." Helen Thomas smiled and said: "I married 

AP's best reporter!"   

  

The three Cornell brothers are long deceased. Helen Thomas, 92, died last July in 

Washington after a long illness. I enjoyed knowing all of them. 

  

-0- 

  

Two points on republishing Muhammad caricatures 

  

Arnold "Skip" Isaacs (Email) - Two points about republishing Muhammad caricatures after 

the attack in Paris....  

  

(1) If there were an atrocious attack of some kind on a publication that regularly printed 

offensive material about Jews or African Americans (or other Africans), it's hard to believe 

that a lot of mainstream news media would decide that republishing that material was an 

appropriate response. 

  

(2) No matter how many times it's declared to be a reaffirmation of free expression, 

reprinting offensive images will verify for a great many Muslims that the West is their 

enemy (or at the very least is perfectly comfortable with disparaging their beliefs in order 

to make some other point). That message is exactly what the extremists want Muslims to 

think. Sending it is doing the terrorists' work for them. 

  

If ethics, taste and respect for others' religious beliefs were good enough reasons to 

choose not to publish that kind of image before the Paris attack, those reasons are no less 

strong after it. 

  

  

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday 
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To  

  

Jim Salter  (Email) 
  

  

Stories of interest 

  

Muslims protest weekly's prophet cartoon; 4 killed in Niger 

  

KARACHI, Pakistan (AP) - Muslim anger flared over a French satirical weekly's latest 

caricature of the Prophet Muhammad, with four people reported killed and dozens injured 

at a protest Friday in the West African country of Niger, and violent clashes between 

demonstrators and police in Pakistan, Jordan and Algeria. 

  

Supporters say the cartoon on the cover of Charlie Hebdo is a defiant expression of free 

speech following a terrorist attack on the publication's Paris offices that killed 12 people 

on Jan. 7, but many Muslims viewed it as another attack on their religion. 

  

-0- 

  

AFP photographer shot at Pakistan anti-Charlie Hebdo protest 

  

AFP photographer Asif Hassan was shot and seriously injured Friday while covering an 

anti-Charlie Hebdo protest by religious party activists outside the French consulate in 

Karachi, but was out of immediate danger following surgery. 

  

Hassan did not appear to have been deliberately targeted but police and witnesses said 

protesters from the student wing of the Jamaat-e-Islami religious party had been shooting 

at police and Hassan was caught in the crossfire. 

  

The party denied it was responsible and blamed the police. 

  

-0- 

  

Newsonomics: Digital First Media's upcoming sale is producing some surprises 

  

Anxious journalists from San Jose to Saint Paul, New Haven to Novato await the final 

shouts of the Digital First Media auction. 
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Bidding is still in progress, as DFM's regional business heads coast to coast make 

presentations to would-be buyers, anonymous to them, by conference call. They share 

deeper and deeper financials, as those bidders fine-tune how much to offer. 

  

Many readers are likely unaware of the impending sale of more than 100 properties (75 

daily and many non-daily); their expectations of the local daily are no doubt lower after 

half a decade of cuts, diminishing staffs and paper size, community presence and civic 

impact. 

  

-0- 

  

F.B.I. Chief Criticizes Times on Qaeda Source 

  

WASHINGTON - The F.B.I. director, James B. Comey, sharply criticized The New York Times 

on Thursday for anonymously quoting a member of a terrorist group in an article about 

the deadly attacks last week in France. 

  

The article, which ran on the front page on Thursday, quoted a member of Al Qaeda in the 

Arabian Peninsula who addressed the timing of the attacks. The Qaeda member said that 

although the operations were executed by one man who had ties to the Qaeda group and 

another who had ties to the Islamic State, the coordination was a result of their friendship 

- not of common planning between the groups. 

  

"Your decision to grant anonymity to a spokesperson for Al Qaeda in the Arabian 

Peninsula so he could clarify the role of his group in assassinating innocents, including a 

wounded police officer, and distinguish it from the assassination of other innocents in 

Paris in the name of another group of terrorists, is both mystifying and disgusting," Mr. 

Comey said in a letter to The Times. 

  

-0- 

  

Russian Media Warned Not To Publish Cartoons On Religious Themes 

  

Russian state media watchdog Roskomnadzor has warned national media against 

publishing caricatures on religious topics.  

  

The agency said on January 16 that such images may violate Russian media laws aimed at 

countering "extremist activities" if they are "offensive and humiliating" to followers of 

different faiths and incite "ethnic and religious discord." 

  

Roskomnadzor expressed its "solidarity with opponents of any expressions of extremism 

and terrorism" and urged Russian media "to refrain from publications of caricatures" that 

might violate Russian laws. 

  

-0- 
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34-Year Veteran Jim Clancy Leaves CNN After Controversial Charlie Hebdo Tweets 

  

Just one week after he engaged in a heated Twitter debate over the terror attacks on 

Charlie Hebdo, CNN international correspondent Jim Clancy announced he is leaving the 

network after more than 30 years at the network. In a short note to his CNN colleagues, 

Clancy did not give a reason for his departure. 

  

  

AP Best of the States 

  

By Brian Carovillano 

The Associated Press 

  

Missouri's Jim Salter and David Lieb combined efforts on a story that showed the power 

of combining smart use of FOIA with aggressive reporting. They reported exclusively on 

efforts by top state officials to force the resignation of embattled Ferguson Police Chief 

Tom Jackson before a grand jury decided whether to indict one of his officers in the fatal 

shooting of Michael Brown. 

  

Weeks earlier, Lieb and Salter had submitted FOIA requests to the governor, attorney 

general and other officials in the hope of shaking loose details of the state's deliberations 

and maneuvering ahead of what proved to be an angry reaction to the news that Officer 

Darren Wilson would not be charged. A dozen buildings burned in the rioting that 

followed the decision, immediately raising questions about why the state wasn't more 

aggressive in deploying the National Guard to protect homes and businesses. 

  

While the FOIA request didn't answer those questions, it did contain an email that 

appeared to detail a discussion over Jackson's future at a private meeting of top officials 

including U.S. Sen. Claire McCaskill, Missouri Attorney General Chris Koster and St. Louis 

Mayor Francis Slay. 

  

The email, however, wasn't enough for a story, its shorthand open to a variety of 

interpretations. Using it as leverage, Lieb and Salter confirmed on-the-record details of the 

efforts from McCaskill and others, including the Missouri House speaker and the mayor of 

Ferguson, who also attended the meeting. (The efforts proved unsuccessful, as Jackson 

continues to serve as chief of the Ferguson department.) 

  

The story was unmatched. The New York Times, Washington Post and the hometown St. 

Louis Post-Dispatch - all of which poured significant resources into their Ferguson 

coverage - all used the AP story online, along with many others. Click here to see the story. 

  

The FOIA request was released late Friday afternoon. That made reaching sources for 

confirmation difficult, but because Lieb and Salter had obtained cellphone numbers ahead 

of time, they were able to track down the necessary interviews to flesh out the story 

quickly. 

  

For aggressive and enterprising reporting, Salter and Lieb win this week's $300 Best of the 
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States Prize. 

  

Running a close second in the week's contest was another open records effort, this one 

from Roxana Hegeman in Wichita, Kansas. Hegeman scored an APNewsBreak by reporting 

that a grand jury was looking into loans made to Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback's campaign. 

Although the loans had been reported, using campaign disclosure documents, Hegeman 

was the first to report a grand jury was interested, too. The information came through a 

subpoena for the state's ethics chief obtained through an open records request, one of a 

series she and Topeka correspondent John Hanna had filed as they pushed to break news 

on the case. 

  

(Shared by Valerie Komor) 

  

  

Today in History 
  

By The Associated Press 

  

Today is Saturday, Jan. 17, the 17th day of 2015. There are 348 days left in the year. 

  

Today's Highlights in History: 

  

■ On Jan. 17, 1945, Soviet and Polish forces liberated Warsaw during World War II; 

Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, credited with saving tens of thousands of Jews, 

disappeared in Hungary while in Soviet custody. 

 

  

■ In 1562, French Protestants were recognized under the Edict of St. Germain. 

■ In 1893, the 19th president of the United States, Rutherford B. Hayes, died in Fremont, 

Ohio, at age 70. Hawaii's monarchy was overthrown as a group of businessmen and sugar 

planters forced Queen Lili'uokalani to abdicate. 

■ In 1929, the cartoon character Popeye the Sailor made his debut in the "Thimble 

Theatre" comic strip. 

■ In 1944, during World War II, Allied forces launched the first of four battles for Monte 

Cassino in Italy; the Allies were ultimately successful. 

■ In 1950, the Great Brink's Robbery took place as seven masked men held up a Brink's 

garage in Boston, stealing $1.2 million in cash and $1.5 million in checks and money 

orders. (Although the entire gang was caught, only part of the loot was recovered.) 

■ In 1955, the submarine USS Nautilus made its first nuclear-powered test run from its 

berth in Groton, Connecticut. 

■ In 1961, President Dwight D. Eisenhower delivered his farewell address in which he 

warned against "the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, 

by the military-industrial complex." 
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■ In 1975, the undercover cop drama "Baretta," starring Robert Blake, premiered on ABC-

TV. 

■ In 1977, convicted murderer Gary Gilmore, 36, was shot by a firing squad at Utah State 

Prison in the first U.S. execution in a decade. 

■ In 1984, the U.S. Supreme Court, in Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 

ruled 5-4 that the use of home video cassette recorders to tape television programs for 

private viewing did not violate federal copyright laws. 

■ In 1994, the 6.7 magnitude Northridge earthquake struck Southern California, killing at 

least 60 people, according to the U.S. Geological Survey. 

■ In 1995, more than 6,000 people were killed when an earthquake with a magnitude of 

7.2 devastated the city of Kobe, Japan. 

Ten years ago: Iraqi expatriates in 14 countries began registering to vote in Iraq's Jan. 30 

elections. Zhao Ziyang, who was ousted as China's Communist Party leader after 

sympathizing with the 1989 pro-democracy protests, died in Beijing at age 85 after 15 

years under house arrest. Actress Virginia Mayo died in Thousand Oaks, California, at age 

84. 

Five years ago: President Barack Obama appeared at a rally in Boston for Democratic 

senatorial candidate Martha Coakley, who was running in a special election. (Coakley 

ended up losing to Republican Scott Brown.) Pope Benedict XVI paid a visit to a Rome 

synagogue, where he and Jewish leaders sparred over the World War II-era record of Pope 

Pius XII. Erich Segal, author of the best-selling novel "Love Story," died in London at age 

72. At the Golden Globes, top honors went to James Cameron's "Avatar" as well as the TV 

series "Glee" and "Mad Men." 

  

One year ago: President Barack Obama ordered new limits on the way intelligence officials 

accessed phone records from hundreds of millions of Americans; the president also signed 

a $1.1 trillion spending bill to fund the federal government through the end of September 

2014. Acting Surgeon General Boris Lushniak marked the 50th anniversary of the Surgeon 

General's report on smoking and health by saying one in 13 children could see their lives 

shortened by smoking unless the nation took more aggressive action to end the tobacco 

epidemic. A Vatican document obtained by The Associated Press showed that in his last 

two years as pope, Benedict XVI defrocked nearly 400 priests for raping and molesting 

children. 

  

Today's Birthdays: Actress Betty White is 93. Former FCC chairman Newton N. Minow is 

89. Actor James Earl Jones is 84. Talk show host Maury Povich is 76. International Boxing 

Hall of Famer Muhammad Ali is 73. Pop singer Chris Montez is 73. Rhythm-and-blues 

singer William Hart (The Delfonics) is 70. Actress Joanna David is 68. Rock musician Mick 

Taylor is 67. Rhythm-and-blues singer Sheila Hutchinson (The Emotions) is 62. Singer Steve 

Earle is 60. Singer Paul Young is 59. Actor-comedian Steve Harvey is 58. Singer Susanna 

Hoffs (The Bangles) is 56. Movie director/screenwriter Brian Helgeland is 54. Actor-

comedian Jim Carrey is 53. Actor Denis O'Hare is 53. First lady Michelle Obama is 51. Actor 

Joshua Malina is 49. Singer Shabba Ranks is 49. Rock musician Jon Wysocki is 47. Actor 

Naveen Andrews is 46. Electronic music DJ Tiesto is 46. Rapper Kid Rock is 44. Actor 
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Freddy Rodriguez is 40. Actor-writer Leigh Whannel is 38. Actress-singer Zooey Deschanel 

is 35. Professional dancer Maksim Chmerkovskiy (TV: "Dancing with the Stars") is 34. 

Singer Ray J is 34. Actor Diogo Morgado is 34. Country singer Amanda Wilkinson is 33. 

DJ/singer Calvin Harris is 31. Folk-rock musician Jeremiah Fraites is 29. Actor Jonathan 

Keltz is 27. 

  

Thought for Today: "If there is one basic element in our Constitution, it is civilian control 

of the military." -- President Harry S. Truman (1884-1972). 
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